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HOMALEPH LAUNCHES WITH 2LP & 2CD REISSUES OF C93’s HORSEY & SLEEP HAS HIS HOUSE

Dear friends of house, 

HOMALEPH’s first releases, which will be available for pre-order from House of Mythology on Friday 
February 28, 2020, are Current 93's Horsey and Sleep Has His House. Both records come in the form of 
expanded DLP and 2CD editions, remastered from the original analogue and digital master tapes, 
including previously unreleased mixes and versions of classic songs.

David Tibet, writes of both SLEEP HAS HIS HOUSE & HORSEY:

"Born after the Death of my father, SLEEP HAS HIS HOUSE was a Threnody and a Requiem to him and a 
series of blinks at the passing of TREE and BIRD. Down by the River, Beside the Water, and none of these run 
ETERNAL, except the Immortal Bird, as high as sky. Now, in BED with House of Mythology, C93 are 
OverMoon to SLEEP again."

"My one Leg was in Tokyo, and my other Leg was in London, and I watched in Horror the Horsies rage by and 
I flew by and the Corn waved and the Trees bowed. This was BaddenedBlackenedTime, as I watched friends 
spin down and fall and fall—it is hard to keep riding when the structure is sliding. So that’s what I called 
HorseyTime, and I can still hear their fear. Now, in SADDLE with House of Mythology, C93 are OverMoon to 
RIDE again with this extended reissue."

Each DLP set is released as a limited edition in coloured opaque vinyl, as well as a standard edition in a 
different-coloured transparent vinyl, with both editions packaged in a single sleeve with a thicker 5mm 
spine. There is also an accompanying lyric-insert, as was the case when Sleep Has His House was 
originally released. 

The 2CD is packaged in a gatefold mini-LP sleeve with deluxe card sleeve, containing a lyric booklet.

Also to be made available, will be a special bundle which includes the special editions of both vinyl 2LP 
releases, along with a C93 tote bag, a C93 print signed by David TIbet, and a 12” vinyl Picture Disc 
containing 6 previously unreleased studio and live versions of “Niemandswasser” which are not included 
on the 2CD or 2LP sets.

The Bricoleur, who is in charge of the C93 remastering project, writes:

“The scope of this undertaking is enormous. There are are over 100 tapes of source material in formats 
ranging from multitrack 2” tape to stereo 0.5” tape to ADAT to DAT to UMATIC, and to everything in 
between! We have transferred them at the highest quality possible, which in some instances is at 
192kHz/24bit. 

This wide variety of source formats is what sits at the heart of this remastering. People fell in love with the 
sound of the originals. It is that sound that I fell in love with too. Therefore my approach is to respect this 
and not to change it. This is about preservation and also, where applicable, updating the originals for 
formats on which they were not originally released."

The TrackListings for the 2LP and 2CD editions of HORSEY and SLEEP HAS HIS HOUSE will be 
announced in our next update.

Love from The Aleph,

House of Mythology




